REFILLING BOREHOLE WITH MUOVITERM
8x220m TurboCollector 45mm SDR11
MuoviTech makes a visit to Vallentuna and meet Karl Dahlqvist from NCT, who shows us around.
The day before, consultant company Sweco was on a study visit and they learned all about refilling.
Refilling is widely discussed for environmental aspects and is more common in large parts of Europe.
Karl thinks that there will be legal requirements for backfill. The question is just how long it will take.
Ramonas Baronaitis shows how NCT's mixer works.
Anders Eriksson from MuoviTech is impressed that how fast the small mixer deliver.
In this case, collectors in pressure class SDR11 with ethanol are used as transfer fluid.
Are you worried about the pressure drop with SDR17, you can use Kilfrost as a transfer fluid.
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Ramonas Baronaitis show the mixing.
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REFILLING BOREHOLE WITH MUOVITERM
MUOVITERM

MuoviTerm is a dry mortar, made of natural clay minerals with the chemical resistance particularly
designed for refilling of the geothermal boreholes.

BENEFITS WITH REFILLED

Refilling an energy borehole in the future safeguards groundwater against known and unknown
environmental toxins and protects nearby water pollution. The backfill also prevents salt water from
penetrating and mixed with groundwater.

COMPANY NCT

Nordisk Cementteknik AB develops and
manufactures equipment for the mining and
construction industry.
Oﬃce and manufacturing in Tierp 120 km
north of Stockholm, Sweden.
NCT has cutting-edge expertise in:
Equipment and methods for rock
reinforcement, Backfill, All types
of bentonite / cement back seals,
Raising water wells, well seals and Refill
contracts of energy holes.
www.nct.se
The mixer is in the center of the boreholes.
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